I have decided to start with the TMP News initiative trying to combine two needs: on one hand, the need to divulge our company’s potential to the “outside world” in a systematic, continuous and suitable way with regards to what our “business” is about; on the other hand, the necessity to spread information relative to the performances of the TMP group amongst our employees. Such task reveals to be quite challenging given the growing number of branches & subsidiaries and the high “generational” turnover which has taken place in the company over the last few years.

My intent is also to strengthen the company culture, making our employees proud of the work they carry out as members of a team. In actual fact, we are often involved in projects of international importance given either their magnitude, their technical peculiarities or their humanitarian / environmental impact. In my opinion, TMP News will help to achieve these goals and I hope that all of you will find it of interest and growth, both at personal and professional level.

Best wishes to the board of editors whose challenging job is to lead this Newsletter to success.

This year, Termomeccanica Pompe has launched its new AP pump line, overhung solution, OH2 type, designed for heavy duty process in accordance with API standards 610, 10th edition (ISO 13709:2003). The development of this new pump family is part of TM.P.’s strategic expansion plan which includes amongst its key goals the strengthening of the company’s presence in the Petrochemical and Oil & Gas markets with the view to substantially increase sales and thus become recognized, in the mid-term, as a well-established international competitor of the sector.

The new AP pump family originates from the old AP series manufactured and commercialised from the 1960s onward, but now discontinued. It is made of 50 completely standardized pumps developed with modular design so as to minimise delivery lead-times and optimise production as well as storage costs. In fact, the whole series is covered with only 5 frames (support/ bearing/ shaft). Additionally, all pumps of the family are suitable for the SS-S6-S8-C6-A7-A8-D1-D2 classes of materials as per API 610 standards.

New hydraulics have also been studied for the entire pump series so as to allow energy savings through higher efficiency rates and to guarantee wider operation ranges too. Ten different prototype pumps were actually manufactured and tested in TMP’s own Test Center facilities so as to check their mechanical behaviour related to vibration and noise levels throughout the entire operation range. Further high temperature performance tests (350°C) were conducted on some of the prototype pumps. Such tests were performed with diathermic oil in a special closed circuit, allowing to check stress on main critical components, to measure thermal flows propagation from pump casing to support, as well as to implement solutions enabling the reduction of the lubrication oil temperature. It will be possible to use such test bed in the future to carry out mechanical running tests upon customer request.

New AP line series – Key Technical Data:

- capacity - up to: 3100 m³/h
- head - up to: 430 m
- temperature: from -100°C to +450°C
- design pressure - up to: 100 barg
- rotating speed - up to: 4000 rpm
“Reaching business excellence and both technical and managerial excellence in Human Resources development” is the vision Termomeccanica Pompe has set itself and that the A.R.D.E. Project will help us achieve by 2010. Such project was created so as to offer a complete training programme, aimed at strengthening our workforce / employees’ technical and professional stock of knowledge. Amongst the proposed courses this year were courses on external technology components, foreign languages, business economics, health & safety regulations and quality management system as well as a course on mechanical design held by Dr. Floricnic from the Turbo Institut of Ljubljana (Slovenia), just to name a few. The collaboration with I.E.N. – Istituto Europeo di Neurosistemica (European Institute of Neurosystemics) – with a view to set the path to cultural change has also formed an integral part of the project. It has facilitated the creation of a Core Competencies System which encompasses values, competencies and behaviours unique to the “belonging” to Termomeccanica Pompe. Today, TMP reflects itself in the of values TRUST, foundation for the relationships among human resources, tool for enhancing value, for training and growth; INNOVATION, constantly creating added value so as to always be on the cutting edge of Research & Development, whether it be with regards to projects, processes or products; RELIABILITY, to honour agreements made, supplying products and services that satisfy our customers demands; EXPERTISE, developing, enhancing value, capitalizing and protecting the company’s know-how and the professionalism of its human resources; RESULTS, sharing goals and reaching them, increasing profitability so as to guarantee company growth.

Opening of two Branches during the 2nd semester:

TM.P. SpA Termomeccanica Pompe – UAE Branch (Sharjah – United Arab Emirates) - its objective is to consolidate the direct relationships with local customers and strengthen the Service activities in the area.

Termomeccanica SpA – Libyan Branch (Tripoli - Libya) – whose aim is to give support to the different companies of the Group with regards to the business activities to be carried out on the Libyan territory.

TM.P. Termomeccanica Service Sud Srl in Expansion

In June, our Southern Italy subsidiary located in Massafra (Taranto) purchased a new warehouse attached to the existing facility so as to increase its production capacities (addition of 1.000m² of covered area and more than 1.100m² of external area).

15 million Euro Contract Signed in Egypt

In May, Termomeccanica Pompe signed the single most important contract of its history with “Cairo Electricity Production Company”. The 15-million Euro supply consists of 28 heavy-duty high-technology pumps designed for the Cairo West Power Plant.
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